Voice interfaces offer promise in allowing drivers to keep their eyes on-road and hands on-wheel. In relieving visualmanual demand, there is the potential for voice-enabled interfaces to inadvertently shift the burden of load to cognitive resources. Measurement approaches are needed that can identify when and to what extent cognitive load is present during driving. A modified form of the AttenD algorithm was applied to assess the amount of cognitive load present in a set of auditory-vocal task interactions. These tasks were subset from a larger on-road study conducted in the Boston area of driver response during use of an in-vehicle voice system [22] . The modified algorithm differentiated among the set of auditory-vocal tasks examined -and may be useful to HMI practitioners who are working to develop and evaluate HMIs to support drivers in managing their attention to the road, and in the development of real-time driver attention monitoring systems.
INTRODUCTION
In-vehicle "infotainment" and navigation features increasingly include voice-enabled functionality that interfaces with dynamic visual displays. These displays are commonly embedded in the center stack or instrument cluster, forming highly complex mixed-mode interactions that draw upon auditory, vocal, visual, manual and cognitive demands [24] . Voice interfaces offer promise in allowing drivers to keep their eyes on the road and hands on the steering wheel. Intended by design to reduce competing visual-manual demands that can pull eyes and hands offroad, production-level voice command interfaces can also impose demands that undermine intended affordances for increased attention to driving [22] . How voice components are designed, developed, and integrated in-vehicle all influence the degree to which drivers' attentional resources are demanded [21, 23 ] -from pacing of task structure, to number and complexity of input task commands, to presence and type of visual information, to the quality and responsiveness of embedded voice recognition. Beyond learned design experience, formal processes for evaluating how these attributes are balanced to promote effective attention management profiles (situation awareness to the road, etc.) has yet to be establish. Use of design approaches aimed at meeting existing visual-manual guidelines [e.g., 17] may, if temporal task structure is not assessed, negatively bias the effective and safe development of voice-enabled applications.
Dependent on implementation, there is the potential for voice-enabled interfaces to inadvertently shift the burden of load from visual-manual resources to cognitive resources (e.g., memory requirements for complex sets of voice commands, or retention of multiple pieces of information during address entry). For over a decade, the human factors community has debated the effects of cognitive load on driving performance and its relationship to road safety [e.g., 15, 28, 32] -and struggled to measure it. Central to this debate is the concern that certain nonvisual secondary activities may impose undue cognitive load that induces the withdrawal of attention from the driving task or "mind off road" [33] , and how changes in visual scanning impact object and event detection [e.g., 14, 16] . Considerable research on in-vehicle use of phones have drawn disparate conclusions on the extent to which cognitive distraction from conversation contributes to drivers failing to notice potential hazards that places them at increased risk of crash [e.g., 4,6,10,13].
A recent review [5] of the effects of cognitive load on driving performance summarized the broad experimental literature in this area with the tenet that certain types and magnitudes of cognitive load may selectively impair elements of driving.
In particular, secondary activities that invoke significant demands on executive control -those imposing working memory load, long-term memory retrievals, or task scheduling or information rehearsal -were identified to impair driving tasks that duly rely on cognitive control, such as object and event detection. Unaffected driving tasks include those that are automatized from routine, consistent performance. Highly-practiced elements of driving such as lane keeping or lateral vehicle control fit into this distinction due to robust sensory-motor mappings that have developed over a range of driving environments. This assertion for when cognitive load impairs driving performance is consistent with overarching findings that have differentially shown an afforded protective effect of cognitive load on driving [27, 29] and a reduced naturalistic crash risk [8, 18, 34] , to those that have shown its potential to induce detrimental effects to driving performance [31, 32] .
In addition to amount, various types of cognitive load have been studied to assess their safety-degrading effects on driving performance. As a form of secondary task-induced cognitive load, cell phone conversations, in particular, have received significant attention due to legislative concerns over the trend of increased phone use while driving. Researchers have studied listening and speaking aspects of conversation for both hands-free and hand-held implementations and have reached divergent conclusions on the risk of various implementations [2, 20, 31, 34] . In part, these differences depend on selected baselines for calculating risk metrics and on the realism of selected tasks. Recent findings have shown that even in the absence of secondary tasks, drivers sometimes allocate their attention to cognitive activities such as mind wandering in various amounts during routine driving [e.g., 1,7] -perhaps in an effort to increase their own arousal and performance levels under conditions of monotony or boredom in the driving task or driving scene. In assessing how different types of secondary task load impact driver attention, it is important to consider measured effects relative to reference tasks that contain naturalistic amounts and types of cognitive load.
Stepping outside of the debate over the degree to which cognitive load does or does not pose a risk to driving safety, measurement approaches are needed that can identify when and to what extent it is present during driving. It has long been understood that increases in cognitive load result in a more concentrated focus on road center [6, 28, 35] . Measurement approaches such as the detection response task (DRT) have been interpreted as showing the effects of cognitive load [e.g., 19 ]. This measure, however, has specific input modality characteristics that can interact with the secondary task effects under study, creating a triple task assessment scenario. A different approach, based on the AttenD algorithm, has recently demonstrated its potential to differentiate between a range of mixed-mode interfaces characteristics with more power than analyses of DRT response times and miss rate, and without the potential for introducing implementation-specific resource demands [12] .
The present work builds on the highlighted potential of the AttenD algorithm to differentiate visual-manual and auditory-vocal HMI demand types, and presents findings applying a modified form of the AttenD algorithm to a set of auditory-vocal task interactions that introduce cognitive load. These tasks were subset from a larger study of driver response in use of an in-vehicle voice system [22] . Specifically, three levels of cognitive load were examined within the context of a common in-vehicle task: listening to, thinking about, and retelling a story. In this work, data were extracted from a listening task, a speech production task (retelling a story), and a mental reflection task (thinking about the story). Prior research has shown that speech production imposes higher cognitive load than listening tasks [e.g., 3,9,30]. There is relatively little prior research on mental reflection tasks [25] , but from this work, this purely cognitive task is expected to impose lower load relative to speech production and listening tasks. It was hypothesized that the AttenD algorithm used here would be sensitive to the level of cognitive load present in the set of extracted tasks.
METHODS
This study is a secondary analysis of data collected on-road to examine driver interaction with an on-board voicecommand (SYNC™) system [22] . In this study, glance behavior was analyzed during periods of single-task driving and during concurrent performance for a set of visual-manual and auditory-vocal equivalent tasks performed using the factory-installed interface. The full methodological details can be found in the text and appendix of the initial paper. Key task details related to the subset epochs are summarized next.
Participants
Participants were recruited across two age groups (20-29 and 60-69) from the greater Boston area. Participants were required to meet a number of inclusion and exclusion criteria (see [22] for details) to ensure they were safe active drivers who were native English speakers. Upon arrival, participants were provided informed consent consistent with guidelines set forth by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Institutional Review Board as well as an overview of the study. Compensation was $90. Out of the total 75 participants from the original study analysis set, 19 cases were removed due to missing video or questionnaire data or from reported instances of malfunctioning or incomplete system interactions, resulting in 56 cases being available for the primary analysis in this study (mean age = 43.5, SD = 20.7, min = 20, max = 69, n of female participants = 27, and n of male participants = 29).
Apparatus
A 2010 Lincoln MKS with a factory installed voicecommand system (SYNC™ for voice control of the USBconnected phone and media device and the Sirius Travel Link navigation system) was used. The vehicle encompasses a fairly typical interface with a large center-mounted display,
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AutomotiveUI '17, Oldenburg, Germany a radio volume knob situated just below the display, and a "push-to-talk" button located on the steering wheel. When active, the voice control interface provided supplemental visual information in support of driver-system dialog on the display screen located in the center stack. A cellular phone was paired to the vehicle, allowing drivers to make phone calls to a remote answering machine.
During on-road data collection, an experimenter was seated in the rear of the vehicle and was responsible for providing participants with driving directions, verifying participants followed instructions to complete tasks according to a predefined script, and ensuring safe vehicle operation. An on-board data acquisition system was used to play recorded audio for primary instructions and task descriptions via keyboard-enabled commands that the experimenter triggered at predefined points, thereby enabling consistent presentation of the task set along a specified route across participants. The data acquisition system recorded vehicle telemetry and a set of video image streams, including one that was driver-facing, which was used to collect glance behavior at 15 frames per second. All participants drove the same route in the greater Boston area. This route included several extensive segments of highway travel on I-93, where the data reported here was collected.
Baseline Driving & Secondary Tasks
Participants performed a variety of tasks as part of a larger assessment of in-vehicle interface use during highway driving [22] . This analysis specifically examined a voice dialing task sequence and subsequent story task. Prior to the start of this sequence, on the same segment of roadway, 2-minutes of single task driving ('just driving') was recorded. Participants then were asked to initiate a call using the voice interface, which connected them to a 25-s story message played from a remote voicemail system. After listening to this message, they were asked to leave a voice message telling back all they could remember of the story, and informed that what they said would be recorded and scored later. After ending the call, they were asked to reflect on the story they had just heard and to try to remember if they had forgotten to mention any details in their recorded message. They were asked not to say anything out loud and to simply think back carefully over all the details in the recording. The entire task sequence consisted of eight steps: pressing the hardware "push-to-talk" button located on the steering wheel, saying "phone", saying "call contact", saying "contact 4"/"contact 5", listening to the story, retelling the story, pressing the "end" button on the center stack touchscreen, and reflecting on the story.
Participants were asked to say either "contact 4" or "contact 5" based on a between-subjects manipulation of audio quality. Half of the participants heard a clear recording of the story message, and the other half heard a distorted recording of the message to mimic a poor phone connection (see supplemental material for audio tracks). In both audio quality conditions, the story participants heard was a single story item selected from the Wechsler Logical Memory Task [36] . Its associated formal scoring system was used to examine the content of the recorded message. A score from 0-25 points was assigned based on the number of accurately recalled details.
Modified AttenD Algorithm
The AttenD algorithm takes a set of continuous glances over a task period and assigns a scalar value from 0.0 to 2.0 at the sample rate. This value changes based on a set of rules that depend on glance duration and location. Initialized at 2.0, for each second of off-road glance, the value decreases at a rate of one unit per second with a lower bound of 0.0. For return glances to the road, the value increases at a rate of one unit per second after a fixed latency period of 0.1s, which reflect a psychological refractory period from the cost of switching attention back to the roadway, with an upper bound of 2.0. If a driver glances at the mirrors or the speedometer, there is a latency of 1s before the scalar value decreases. By design, the AttenD algorithm is intended to predict distraction potential in which a 0.0 value demarks a distracted state [11] . However, in its ability to represent glance history in the form of a profile (or "buffer") that dynamically changes to reflect the amount of stored information about the roadway, it ties to other processes of attention and memory that are at play in how drivers sample information to form, retain, and update a robust representation of the driving environment [12, 26] . The rule for the rate at which the scalar value increments when glance is returned on-road from off-road was modified from described above to reflect several experimentallyderived findings on the length of time required to regain situation awareness, as well as the rule for the latency of delay in buffer value based on location and duration of sampling to off-road regions. Finally, a rule was added to account for the distribution of glances to center and peripheral regions of the forward road to capture the effects of gaze concentration that result from changes in cognitive load [1, 35, 37] .
Glance Coding
Glances were coded manually from the driver-facing video using a technique called dual coding with mediation [22] , and used as input to the modified AttenD algorithm. 
Experimental Design

Independent Variables
To assess differences in cognitive load type, the story task was segmented into its three components for each participant: (1) the initial 25-s listening period, (2) the variable-length vocal response or "retelling" period (min = 13.0s; max = 88.5s; mean = 33.0s), and (3) the 60-s reflecting period. The 2-minute driving baseline that preceded the start Session 4 -Driver Information Processing AutomotiveUI '17, Oldenburg, Germany of the voice dialing sequence was included as a reference period. For reported analyses, a 2 x 3 mixed design was adopted: audio quality (clear; distorted) -a between-subjects factor; task type (listening; retelling; reflecting) -a withinsubjects factor. Baseline driving values are provided for reference but were not considered in the primary analysis of cognitive effects.
Dependent Variables
The modified AttenD algorithm (or "cognitive buffer") was used to calculate buffer mean and standard deviation (SD) scores, and to produce aggregate profiles across participants per task period. Glances to select locations were analyzed during task periods. Measures of glance duration and frequency to central and peripheral regions of roadway are reported to assess effects of gaze centralization, which indicates an increase in cognitive load, in order to validate algorithm performance. The Wechsler Logical Memory Task scores were also analyzed.
Hypotheses
A higher cognitive load, reflected in a lower buffer mean and higher SD, is expected for retelling than for listening and reflecting periods of the story task, and for distorted over clear audio. An analysis of the distribution of glances between forward right and left regions of the driving scene is expected to indicate narrowed gaze dispersion for increased cognitive load as an underlying attentional element built into the modified buffer algorithm. Wechsler Logical Memory Task scores are expected to be lower for distorted compared to clear audio.
RESULTS
All analyses were performed using R. For the contrasts between tasks, twenty-four repeated measures t-tests were performed with Bonferroni corrections, which are reported in Table 1 .
Cognitive Buffer Mean and SD
The AttenD buffer variant used here revealed differences between the three levels of cognitive load imposed by the tasks. Both the listening and reflecting tasks were associated with higher cognitive buffer scores (presumed lower cognitive load) than the retelling task for participants in both the clear audio and the distorted audio conditions. Similarly, both the listening and reflecting tasks were associated with lower standard deviation of cognitive buffer than the retelling tasks, again for both clear and distorted audio groups. No differences between clear and distorted audio were observed on the mean or standard deviation measures.
For the two-minute baseline drive periods, the average cognitive buffer score was 1.88 (SE = 0.016), and the average cognitive buffer standard deviation was 0.26 (SE = 0.022). In Figure 1 , baseline task performance is indicated with a dashed line.
Road Left (Center) Glances
No significant differences were observed between the three tasks in terms of glances made to road center. However, we evaluated the effect of audio quality on mean single glance durations (MSGD) to road center using Welch's two sample t-tests, revealing that the clear audio group had significantly longer road center glances during listening, t(27.09) = 2.90, corrected p = .044.
Thus, while the cognitive buffer differentiated retelling from both listening and reflecting across both types of audio conditions, mean single on-road glance duration was better suited for distinguishing the distorted audio from clear audio conditions when its effects were presented (i.e., during the listening task).
Road Right Glances
To examine whether cognitive load influenced scan patterns, we also looked at glances to the right side of the windshield (i.e., road right) during the story task. Drivers spent significantly more time glancing to road right during the reflecting task than the retelling task. No differences between the audio conditions were observed.
Overall, these results suggest that the effect of story listening and story retelling on cognitive load can be seen through glance patterns to potentially situation-relevant windshield locations during auditory tasks, and that this effect is limited to tasks when audio is presented clearly. This also suggests that the effect of audio quality on gaze patterns is not reflected in glances to potentially situation-relevant locations.
Center Stack Glances
To further evaluate why on-road glance duration differed between some of the conditions, we examined the number of glances made to the center stack, where the visual prompts for the contact calling task were displayed. Because task length varied between tasks and between participants, the number of glances were normalized by task duration, producing a glance rate (per second). For the clear speech participants, the reflection task was associated with significantly fewer glances per second than the retelling task. For participants in the distorted audio group, both the listening and retelling tasks were associated with more glances to the center stack than the reflection task.
Contrasting the center stack glance rate between the clear and distorted audio groups, Welch's two sample t-tests revealed significant differences during the listening task, with distorted audio participants making more center stack glances than clear audio participants, t(53.97) = 2.87, corrected p = .035.
Aggregate Cognitive Buffer
The time course of the cognitive buffer was averaged across participants to visualize attention over time for the set of story tasks. Because the retelling task varied in length across participants, only the first 45s of the listening + retelling period were aggregated to generate a representative picture Session 4 -Driver Information Processing AutomotiveUI '17, Oldenburg, Germany of mean effects. For each time point in the plot, each participant's cognitive buffer score was averaged. Separate lines were generated per audio quality condition. The resulting profiles were smoothed using a polynomial function. As is evident in Figure 2 , the buffer score dropped considerably in the first 5-10 seconds of both tasks before
recovering. An analysis of video for each participant revealed that the initial drop in buffer score during the first 10 seconds of the listening portion is due to an unexpected visual-manual engagement -in which all 54 participants were observed to reach to the center stack to turn up the volume after the start of the story message. Downstream from this initial drop, for most of the listening task, buffer scores are far higher for the clear speech participants. During the retelling task, buffer scores for both groups drop at similar rates, although the distorted speech participants show a lower minimum score, on average. Figure 2 visually depicts the process of the buffer stabilizing during the cognitive load associated with listening, with a subsequent and continued decline once participants engage in story retelling. During the reflecting period, the buffer remains stable at a higher score.
Wechsler Logical Memory Task Scores
An analysis of Wechsler Logical Memory Task scores showed that drivers presented with the clear audio during the story message had significantly higher scores, reflecting their 
DISCUSSION
The modified AttenD buffer variant used here proved sensitive to different levels of cognitive load -and may be useful to HMI practitioners who are working to develop and evaluate HMIs that will support drivers in managing their attention to the road, and in the development of real-time driver attention monitoring systems. Cognitive buffer mean and SD scores indicated increased load for retelling versus listening and reflecting portions of the story task, consistent with our hypotheses and in keeping with previous findings that speaking tasks are more cognitively loading than listening or mental reflection tasks while driving [3, 9, 25, 30] . While this distinction did not show statistical significance for the metrics included to test for effects of gaze centralization for drivers' access to central and peripheral regions of the road (in particular, for the listening vs. retelling comparison), the non-corrected p-values in Table 1 indicate the presence of this effect and its underlying role in the observed buffer metric differences. In this work, it can also be seen that for some levels of cognitive load (e.g., reflecting on a story, or listening to clear audio of a story), there is little to no effect on buffer scores relative to baseline driving -whereas for the speech production task (like retelling a story), there is a larger and significant drop in buffer score from baseline (to a level between 1.4 -1.5), and an increase in variability of buffer scores. A buffer at this level (during a demanding speech production task like story retelling) would indicate that drivers may have less than ideal amounts of situation information stored in memory, or in their representations of the driving situation, perhaps leaving them vulnerable to making incorrect forecasts about where to look in the next moments of driving, or what to expect in the unfolding driving scenario [26] .
In interpreting these findings, it is important to consider the effects of cognitive load in the context of other types of task loading. For example, how does the story reflection task compare to the type of cognitive activity involved in "thinking," or "lost-in-thought" or "mind-wandering" that may sometimes occur during "just driving"? If so, how does it relate to crash risk?
It is also important to question how these effects of cognitive load compare to the effects of visual-manual load. Zhang et al. [38] examined visual-manual task loadings using the AttenD buffer. Specifically, they evaluated five matched visual-manual task types for each of two different HMI Session 4 -Driver Information Processing AutomotiveUI '17, Oldenburg, Germany implementations (a rotary haptic prototype HMI and a touchscreen HMI). These visual-manual tasks led to a range of effects on driver attention -but in general produced much larger drops in buffer score than any of the cognitive tasks examined here in this study. For example, mean median buffer scores for the visual-manual tasks ranged from approximately 0.60 to 0.73 across the two types of visualmanual HMIs in the Zhang et al. [38] work. Most importantly, however, the AttenD algorithm was sensitive to task type variation among the visual-manual task types and between the visual-manual interfaces -and provided insights into HMI improvements that could be made in task structure and HMI element design toward supporting driver attention. The application of the AttenD algorithm in this study shows similar diagnostic value for detecting the presence of cognitive load in driver interaction with HMIs. In particular, the modified AttenD approach emerged as particularly useful in determining what levels of cognitive load influence attention to the road, and how. 
CONCLUSION
While this work indicates a potential value in the modified AttenD buffer for HMI evaluation and driver monitoring applications, further exploration of the approach using a wider and potentially more structured range of cognitive tasks is needed. Work reported on elsewhere [12, 26] shows that the buffer has a conceptual link to safety (in settings where naturalistic data of accidents exist). Greater quantities of naturalistic accident data with moment-to-moment driver glance profiles that encompass periods of known cognitive demand may eventually allow for further consideration of the relationship between attention allocation and safety using the buffer metrics. Ongoing work is currently investigating a range of factors central to the application of the buffer in device design and real-time attention management. This multifaceted effort aims to further optimize the sensitivity of the buffer to changes in situation awareness. Efforts are also underway to consider the impact of environmental characteristics, vehicle automation levels, and inter-related other factors on driver attention using the approaches discussed here. In these efforts, the buffer is being developed as an attention management approach that is responsive to both the high and low portions of the demand curve for traditionally manually-controlled vehicles and ones equipped with automated features that require driver involvement. This focus allows us to move the language of demand assessment from one focused on distraction to one that emphasizes driver attention management and safe operation. The overarching aim is to consider, within the context of a single safety-centric model, the demands placed on drivers, active safety systems, other higher order forms of automation, and systems designed to support driver state.
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